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INVENTION TITLE:
Improved optical disc tracking control

The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to me/us:-
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention generally relates to an improved method and apparatus for optical disc tracking control in an optical disc storage device. Particularly, the present invention relates to radially moving a light beam that is tracking an information track on an optical disc to another information track on the optical disc in a controlled fashion while the storage device tracking servo loop is in a closed mode of operation.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An optical disc storage device can be either a device or system that is capable of retrieving information stored by an optical disc, or a device or system that is capable of both recording information to and retrieving information from an optical disc. Examples of optical disc storage devices that are capable of retrieving information from an optical disc include compact disc (CD) players, video laser disc (L) players and compact disc read-only-memory (CD-Rom) drives. Examples of optical disc storage devices that are capable of both recording information to an optical disc and retrieving information from an optical disc include recordable mini-disc (MD) players, magneto-optical (MO) disc drives and compact disc recordable (CD-R) drives.

Information is generally stored by an optical disc in the form of concentric or spiral tracks sometimes referred to as information tracks. In the case where information is already stored by an optical disc, the information tracks contain regions of optical contrast that represent the stored information. In the case of an unrecorded or blank optical disc containing per-formatted tracks for recording information, a track that will become an
information track may or may not have regions of optical contrast. The area located between two information tracks on an optical disc is sometimes referred to as a non-information track.

When an optical storage device is in its normal mode of operation, i.e. retrieving information from or recording information to an optical disc, the storage device rotates the disc while using a light beam to retrieve information from or record information to the disc. As the optical disc rotates, the light beam radially traverses the disc. While the light beam traverses the optical disc, a tracking servo loop in the optical disc storage device keeps the beam of light centered on the information track, or the track that will become the information track in the case of recording information to a disc.

An optical disc tracking servo is a closed loop system that allows a light beam to remain centered on an optical disc information track during normal operation of an optical disc storage device. The tracking servo readjusts the radial position of the light beam by sensing when the light beam drifts off the center of the information track. The tracking servo senses when the light beam is not centered on an information track by measuring the intensity of light reflected by the surface of the optical disc.

Generally, the intensity of light reflected by the surface of an optical disc is the least when it is reflected by the center of an information track. Using this principle, a tracking servo generally senses the intensity of light reflected at one or both edges of an information track to detect when a light beam is drifting off center and to determine in which direction the light beam is drifting. Therefore, a tracking servo system that is in a closed loop mode of operation senses when the light beam floats off the center of the information track by detecting changes in the intensity of light reflected at one or both edges of an information track and moves the beam back into a position where the intensity of reflected light is
optimal for center tracking.

In the case where a tracking servo measures the intensity of light reflected at both edges of an information track, the intensity of reflected light that is optimal for center tracking occurs when the intensity of light reflected at both edges of an information track is the same. The same principle holds true for both one and three beam optical disc storage devices. In the case where a tracking servo measures the intensity of light reflected at one edge of an information track, the intensity of reflected light that is optimal for center tracking is based on some calibrated value. The latter method is less favored due to difficulties associated with calibrating an appropriate centering value.

Optical disc storage devices are generally capable of performing various special operations to assist in positioning the light beam on the optical disc. These special functions are generally outside of the normal mode of operation of the storage device and include such operations as PAUSE, or still mode, and SEARCH, or seek mode. A PAUSE operation causes the light beam of a storage device to jump to an adjacent information track on the optical disc so that the most recently processed information is processed again by the storage device. A PAUSE operation gives the appearance of suspending normal operation of the storage device. The duration that operation of the storage device appears to be suspended depends on how many successive PAUSE operations are initiated such that the same information is repeatedly processed.

During a SEARCH operation, the optical storage device typically searches for a specific target track address on an optical disc. Achieving a search operation may require the light beam to radially cross several information tracks before the target address is found. Once the target address is found, the optical disc storage device can return to its normal mode of retrieving or recording information.
An optical disc storage device typically performs a PAUSE or SEARCH operation, by disengaging the tracking servo loop for some period of time during the PAUSE or SEARCH operation. When the tracking servo loop is disengaged it is no longer closed and is referred to as being in an open loop mode, or simply that the loop is open. The tracking servo loop is disengaged (or open) during a PAUSE or SEARCH operation to allow the beam to freely move between information tracks. Keeping the tracking servo loop engaged (or closed) while attempting to move the beam between information tracks during a PAUSE or SEARCH operation would frustrate such attempted operations, because the tracking servo system would attempt to keep the beam centered on the information track. Therefore, optical storage devices generally keep the tracking servo loop open during some portion of a PAUSE or SEARCH operation.

As alluded to above, sending an overriding signal to a tracking servo to radially move a light beam across an optical disc while the tracking servo loop is closed would result in an inefficient or frustrated PAUSE or SEARCH operation. While more efficient than the latter, opening and closing a tracking servo loop while performing a PAUSE or SEARCH operation has a disadvantage of using up time that could otherwise be used by the optical disc storage device during its normal operating mode of retrieving or recording information.

One attempt to improve the efficiency of a seek operation proposes moving an optical head radially across a disc according to the characteristics of a seek profile signal that is supplied to the track positioning component of a tracking servo system independently from data read off the disc. Periodically sampled differences between the actual head position and the independently supplied seek profile signal are used to drive the track positioning component of the tracking servo system to adjust the head position so that the
desired seek profile is maintained. Examples of seek operations that propose using an independently supplied seek profile signal and sampling can be seen in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,980,876 and 5,210,726.

A disadvantage of the above proposed seek method, however, is that time is still expended sampling and adjusting differences between the actual head position and the independently supplied seek profile signal. Another disadvantage is that the above proposed seek method is susceptible to unpredicted noise and transients between sampling.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention allows the light beam of an optical disc storage device to radially move between different information tracks of an optical disc while the storage device tracking servo loop remains in a substantially continuous closed loop mode of operation. The invention operates to radially move a light beam from one information track to another during a closed loop mode of operation by activating two control signals introduced into the closed tracking servo loop to create a phantom track center that radially moves across the optical disc. Because the tracking servo loop is in a closed loop mode of operation, the tracking servo operates to keep the light beam centered on the point that the tracking servo considers to be the center of an information track; in this case the phantom track center. Therefore, the tracking servo causes the light beam to radially move across the disc in a closed loop mode of operation by keeping the light beam centered on the moving phantom track center.

The phantom track center is created by multiplying the two activated control signals with two tracking servo loop feedback signals to produce two modified feedback signals.
The phantom track center radially moves across the disc by independently varying the voltages of the two control signals in a predefined manner. The two modified feedback signals are compared to each other with an operational amplifier to generate an error signal that is supplied to the track positioning component of the closed tracking servo loop. The error signal has the effect of attempting to cause the tracking servo to position the light beam over the phantom track center while at the same time moving the phantom track center, thus causing the light beam to radially move across the optical disc.

The feedback signals are the same signals that provide information about the position of a light beam relative to the center of an information track during normal closed loop tracking. However, when the control signals are activated, the feedback signals provide information about the position of the light beam relative to the phantom track center as the phantom track center radially moves across the optical disc. The position of the light beam relative to the phantom track center is supplied by the feedback signals and multiplied with the control signals to produce the two modified feedback signals, thus completing the loop. The process is continuously repeated thereby creating a closed tracking servo loop that radially moves a beam of light from one information track to another.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a partial circuit diagram of a conventional tracking error detection apparatus for use in an optical disc storage device.

FIG. 2 is an example of a tracking error signal when a light beam radially moves across an optical disc when the tracking servo loop is an open mode of operation.
FIG. 3 depicts the tracking error signal in FIG. 2 and an inverted tracking error signal of FIG. 2.

FIG. 4 is a voltage signal curve that linearly varies voltage between +1 volt and -1 volt.

FIG. 5 is a plot of two component signals that make up a tracking error signal when subtracted from each other.

FIG. 6 is an example of staggered control signals that when multiplied by the component signals of a tracking error signal cause a light beam to radially move across a disc while the tracking servo is in a closed loop mode of operation.

FIG. 7 is a conceptual illustration of how a phantom track center moves across an optical disc.

FIG. 8 is an example of staggered control signals that when multiplied by the component signals of a tracking error signal cause a light beam to radially move across a disc while the tracking servo is in a closed loop mode of operation.

FIG. 9 is an example of staggered control signals that when multiplied by the component signals of a tracking error signal cause a light beam to radially move across a disc in a direction that is opposite of the direction the light beam moves using the control signals in FIG. 8.

FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram of a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 11 is an alternative control signal generator.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION
Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a partial circuit diagram for a conventional tracking error detection apparatus 10. Tracking error detection apparatus 10 employs a photo detector unit 11. Photo detector unit 11 comprises two components, a first photo detector component 12a, and a second photo detector component 12b. Photo detector unit 11 performs the operation of measuring the intensity of light reflected by an optical disc. When an optical disc storage device tracks an information track in a closed loop tracking mode, first photo detector component 12a measures the intensity of light reflected at or near one of the edges of the information track being followed. Second photo detector component 12b measures the intensity of light reflected at or near the other edge of the information track being followed. First photo detector component 12a transmits an electrical signal on a signal 14 that is representative of the intensity of the reflected light measured by photo detector 12a. Second photo detector component 12b transmits an electrical signal on a signal 16 that is representative of the intensity of the reflected light measured by photo detector 12b. Signal 14 is coupled to the positive pole of operational amplifier 18. Operational amplifier 18 amplifies and transmits signal 14 as a signal 22. Signal 16 is coupled to the positive pole of operational amplifier 20. Operational amplifier 20 amplifies and transmits signal 16 as signal 24. Signal 26 is a voltage common mode (VCM) signal that is coupled to the negative poles of operational amplifiers 18 and 20. Signal 22 is coupled to the positive pole of difference-summing amplifier 28 and signal 24 is coupled to the negative pole of difference-summing amplifier 28. Difference-summing amplifier 28 operates as a comparator and generates a tracking error signal 30 that represents voltage level differences between signals 22 and 24.
When a light beam is perfectly centered on an information track in an optical disc storage device using tracking error detection apparatus 10, the intensity of reflected light measured by first photo detector component 12a is equal to the intensity of reflected light measured by second photo detector component 12b. Consequently, the voltage levels of signal 22 and 24 are the same, and difference-summing amplifier 28 generates tracking error signal 30 with a voltage level that represents a nominal light beam position on the center of an information track. The voltage level that represents nominal light beam positioning in most tracking servo systems is approximately zero volts. When the light beam starts to drift off the center of the information track being followed, the intensity of reflected light measured by first photo detector component 12a and second photo detector component 12b is different. Consequently, the voltage levels of signal 22 and 24 are different, and difference-summing amplifier 28 generates a tracking error signal 30 that has a voltage level either greater than zero or less than zero, depending on the direction the light beam has drifted off the center of the information track. With this principle in mind, it can be appreciated that difference-summing amplifier 28 generates tracking error signal 30 with a voltage signal response similar to tracking error signal 31 shown in FIG. 2, as a light beam radially moves across an optical disc with a tracking servo in open loop mode.

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a plot of a tracking error signal 31, where the horizontal axis represents the radial position of a light beam on an optical disc, and the vertical axis is a voltage level that is representative of the distance the light beam is from either the center of an information track or the center of a non-information track. For example, the light beam is on the center of an information track at points 32, 34, and 36. Alternatively, the light beam is on the center of a non-information track at points 38 and 40. Therefore, it can be seen that the tracking error signal is approximately sinusoidal in nature.
when the light beam radially crosses the optical disc in an open tracking loop mode. It can also be seen that one cycle of the sinusoidal tracking error signal corresponds to moving a light beam one information track on the optical disc.

Referring to FIG. 3, there is shown a tracking error signal 42 and an inverted tracking error signal 44. Tracking error signal 42 is identical to tracking error signal 31 shown in FIG. 2. Points 46 and 48 on tracking error signal 42 represent when the light beam is on the center of an information track. It should be observed that the light beam is on an information track when the positive slope of the sinusoidal tracking error signal crosses the horizontal axis. Alternatively, the light beam is located on the center of a non-information track, i.e., exactly between information tracks, when the negative slope of the sinusoidal tracking error signal crosses the horizontal axis.

It is well recognized that a sinusoidal signal can be inverted by multiplying it by a negative one. It can be observed that inverted tracking error signal 44, therefore, represents an inversion of tracking error signal 42. It should also be observed that the positive sinusoidal slope of the inverted track signal crosses the horizontal axis at points 50 and 52. Points 50 and 52 of inverted tracking error signal 44, however, indicate that the light beam is centered on the non-information track. Therefore, it should be observed that multiplying the tracking error signal by a negative one moves a point that would ordinarily represent the center of an information track to a point that represents the center of a non-information track.

Consequently, inverting a tracking error signal has the ultimate effect of positioning a light beam on a point that it believes the center of an information track, i.e., an apparent information track center or a phantom track center. This is a basic underlying principle upon which the present invention operates.

Referring to FIG. 4, there is shown a voltage signal curve 54 that linearly varies...
voltage between +1 volt and -1 volt. It should be apparent that multiplying tracking error signal 42 with voltage signal curve 54, as its voltage level varies from +1 volts to -1 volts, generates inverted tracking error signal 44. Applying this principle in practice, however, presents two problems that prevent using this method to cause a light beam to radially move across an optical disc while the tracking servo loop is closed. The first problem occurs when voltage signal curve 54 reaches approximately 0 volts. Generally, tracking servos become non-operational and lose control when the tracking error signal, or gain, falls within a certain voltage range; typically around zero volts, plus or minus some differential.

The second problem associated with inverting a tracking error signal is that continuous unidirectional radial movement of the light beam across the disc while the tracking servo loop is closed cannot be assured. Recall that inverting a tracking error signal while the tracking loop is closed has the effect of moving an apparent center of an information disc to the center of an adjacent non-information track. However, once the tracking error signal is inverted, the light beam is on the negative slope of the sinusoidal tracking error signal, causing the light beam to think that it is on the center of a non-information track. A light beam on the center of a non-information track is unstable and can move in either direction because it does not know which adjacent information track it should try to center itself over. Therefore, the principle of inverting a tracking error signal by multiplying it by -1 volt to move an apparent information track center on an optical disc serves merely to illustrate one of the principles underlying the operation of the present invention.

To solve the problems associated with inverting a tracking error signal as described above, the present invention applies the same signal inverting principle described above to cause a phase shift in the component signals that make up the tracking error signal. That is, the present invention inverts signals 22 and 24, shown in FIG. 1. Still referring to FIG. 1, it
can be recalled that the difference-summing amp 28 uses signals 22 and 24 to generate tracking error signal 30. Referring now to FIG. 5, there is shown a typical sample plot of signals 56 and 58. Signals 56 and 58 depict a graphic representation of the signals generated by signals 22 and 24 in FIG. 1 when a light beam is radially moved across an optical disc.

Subtracting signal 58 from signal 56 produces a tracking error signal similar to tracking error signal 31 shown in FIG. 2.

Referring to FIG. 6, there are shown two voltage control signals 60 and 62. Control signals 60 and 62 can be used to invert signals 22 and 24, shown in FIG. 1. For example, inverting signals 22 and 24 can be achieved by multiplying signal 22 by signal 60, and by multiplying signal 24 by signal 62. Control signals 60 and 62 invert signals 22 and 24 in a manner that the tracking servo never senses a gain value that would cause the tracking servo to become non-operational. Again, it will be recalled that a gain value of approximately zero volts, plus or minus some differential, renders a tracking servo non-operational. One method of ensuring that the tracking servo never senses a gain value of approximately 0 volts is by never allowing both control signals 60 and 62 to have a voltage level of 0 volts at the same time. This can be achieved by slightly staggering the time points when each signal starts to change its voltage between +1 volt and -1 volt. The staggered time points referred to are depicted at points 61 and 63.

In FIG. 6, it can be observed that control signal 60 varies its voltage from +1 volt to +0.5 volts as control signal 62 maintains a value of +1 volt. Control signal 60 varies its voltage from +0.5 volts to 0 volts as control signal 62 varies its voltage from +1 volt to +0.5 volts. Control signal 60 varies its voltage from 0 volts to -0.5 volts as control signal 62 varies its voltage from +0.5 volts to 0 volts. Control signal 60 varies its voltage from -0.5 volts to minus -1 volt as control signal 62 varies its voltage from 0 volts to -0.5 volts. Control signal
varies its voltage from -1 volt to -0.5 volts as control signal 62 varies its voltage from -0.5 volts to -1 volt. Control signal 60 varies its voltage from -0.5 volts to 0 volts as control signal 62 varies its voltage from -1 volt to -0.5 volts. Control signal 60 varies its voltage from 0 volts to +0.5 volts as control signal 62 varies its voltage from -0.5 volts to 0 volts. Control signal 60 varies its voltage from +0.5 volts to +1 volt as control signal 62 varies its voltage from 0 volts to +0.5 volts. Control signal 60 remains at +1 volt as control signal 62 varies its voltage from +0.5 volts to +1 volt.

It can be seen that at no time do control signals 60 and 62 both have a voltage of approximately 0 volts. This ensures that the tracking servo does not sense a gain value of approximately 0 volts while radially moving a light beam across an optical disc while the tracking servo loop is closed. Therefore, control signals 60 and 62 represent one possible configuration of control signals that can be used to invert signals 22 and 24, shown in FIG. 1, without causing the tracking servo to lose operational control.

Staggering starting points 61 and 63 of control signals 60 and 62 also serves to maintain continuous unidirectional movement of the light beam as it radially moves across an optical disc when the tracking servo loop is closed. It should be recognized that both control signals 60 and 62 have a constant voltage level of +1 volt prior to time point 61 on control signal 60. It should also be recognized that multiplying control signals 22 and 24, shown in FIG. 1, by +1 volt has no affect on the voltage levels of control signals 22 and 24, since multiplying by the quantity 1 is an identity function. Therefore, it can be recognized that control signals 60 and 62 are inactive prior to time point 61 when respectively multiplied with signals 22 and 24. (Note: The schematic circuit diagram of the present invention showing how control signals similar to control signals 60 and 62, shown in FIG. 6, are multiplied with signals in a tracking servo loop similar to signals 22...
and 24, shown in FIG. 1, is depicted in FIG. 10, and is discussed in detail in the next section.)

Control signal 60, becomes active just after time point 61 when control signal 60 starts to change its voltage from +1 volt to -1 volt. Control signal 62, becomes active just after time point 63 when control signal 62 starts to change its voltage from +1 volt to -1 volt. Essentially, a closed loop tracking operation of radially moving a light beam across an optical disc becomes activated when either of the two control signals 60 or 62 first starts changing their voltage from +1 volt to -1 volt. In FIG. 6, therefore, a closed loop tracking operation of radially moving a light beam across an optical disc becomes activated immediately after time point 61.

When a closed loop tracking operation for radially moving a light beam across an optical disc is activated by control signals similar to control signals 60 and 62, the process of creating an apparent information track center, or phantom track center, that moves radially across the optical disc begins. The phantom track center is created for the reasons discussed above, i.e., the signal responses of component signals 22 and 24, shown in FIG. 1 and graphically depicted as signals 56 and 58 in FIG. 5, that make up the tracking error signal are gradually inverted. However, the staggered fashion in which the signal responses of signals 22 and 24 are inverted by control signals 60 and 62, causes a continuous phase shift in the tracking error signal response of tracking error signal 30, shown in FIG. 1. The induced phase shift has the effect of radially moving the phantom track center across an optical disc. Because the tracking servo loop is closed, the tracking servo attempts to keep the light beam aligned on the phantom track center, thereby causing the light beam to radially move across the optical disc.

Referring to FIG. 7, there is shown a conceptual illustration of a tracking error
signal at different points in time while control signals similar to control signals 60 and 62, shown in FIG. 6, are active. Point 68 depicts the actual center of an information track. Points 70, 72 and 74 depict phantom track centers on the same tracking error signal at different points in time when a closed loop tracking operation of radially moving the light beam across an optical disc is active. It should be emphasized that the tracking error signals in FIG. 7 do not represent a real signal response since the tracking servo loop is in a closed loop mode of operation. Therefore, the tracking signal error response signal depicted in FIG. 7 is an ideal signal that is merely presented for demonstrative purposes only.

The staggered configuration of control signals 60 and 62, shown in FIG. 6, also causes a phantom track center, and consequently the light beam, to become aligned with the actual center of the next information track when control signals 60 and 62 both return to +1 volt and the closed tracking loop radial move operation becomes inactive. The phantom track center becomes aligned on the center of the next information track when control signals 60 and 62 both return to +1 volt for two reasons. First, it can be recalled that inverting a tracking error signal, i.e., multiplying a tracking error signal by -1, aligns the phantom track center with the center of an adjacent non-information track. The same principle holds true when control signals 60 and 62 are multiplied by the signal responses of signals 22 and 24, shown in FIG. 1, with the slight variation that the phantom track center becomes aligned on the center of an adjacent information track at the time point that is half way between the time points that control signals 60 and 62 reach -1 volt. The reason that the phantom track center becomes aligned at that time is because of the staggered configurations of control signals 60 and 62.

The second reason the phantom track center becomes aligned on the center of the
next information track when control signals 60 and 62 both return to +1 volt is as follows.

It will be remembered that the staggered nature of control signals 60 and 62 induces a continuous phase shift of the tracking error signal that causes the phantom track center to radially move across an optical disc. The same principle holds true when control signals 60 and 62 change their voltages from -1 volt to +1 volt, because control signals 60 and 62 remain staggered in the same fashion as when they changed their voltages from +1 volt to -1 volt. In other words, the phantom track center continues to move in the same direction when control signals 60 and 62 change their voltages from -1 volt to +1 volt.

Additionally, the time it takes control signals 60 and 62 to change from +1 volt to -1 volt is the same time it takes control signals 60 and 62 to change from -1 volt to +1 volt.

Therefore, when the phantom track center reaches the center of the adjacent non-information track, it continues to move in the same direction that it was moving when it arrived at the center of the non-information track, and it travels the same distance that it took to reach the center of the non-information track, thus aligning it with the center of the next information track. Consequently, the light beam is positioned on the next information track.

Therefore, it can be appreciated that activating one complete cycle of control signals 60 and 62 causes the light beam to move one information track. Consequently, the number of tracks that the light beam crosses is determined by the number of control signal cycles produced. One complete active cycle of control signals 60 and 62 is depicted by time points 61 and 67. That is, one complete active cycle of control signals 60 and 62 occurs between the time the first control signal starts to change its voltage from +1 volts to -1 volts, i.e., point 61 on signal 60, and the time the last control signal returns to +1 volt, i.e., point 67 on signal 62. It can also be appreciated that a closed tracking loop operation of radially
moving the light beam across an optical disc begins when control signals, similar to control
signals 60 and 62, become activated by commencing to change any one control signal’s
voltage from +1 volt to -1 volt. Lastly, it can be appreciated that the rate at which the
light beam moves during an activated closed tracking loop operation for radially moving the
light beam across an optical disc is controlled by the cycle time of one complete active
cycle for control signals similar to control signals 60 and 62, and is limited only by the
acceptable operating range of the employed tracking servo.

The direction that the light beam radially moves across an optical disc during a
closed tracking loop radial move operation is dictated by which of the two control signals is
the first to commence changing its voltage level from +1 volt to -1 volt. For example, in
FIG. 6, control signal 62 would need to start changing its voltage from +1 volt to
-1 volt before time point 61 to move the light beam in the opposite direction that the
depicted configuration of control signals 60 and 62 would move the light beam.

Linearly changing the voltage of signals 60 and 62 between +1 volt and -1 volt as
shown in Fig. 6 creates sharp voltage transitions at points 64 and 66. While control signals
60 and 62 can be used to achieve the desired effect of moving a light beam radially across
an optical disc, the sharp voltage transitions at points 64 and 66 cause rough light beam
movement as the beam radially crosses the disc. Therefore, control signals that smoothly
transition between +1 volts and -1 volts are more desirable because they help create a
smoother light beam movement as the beam radially crosses a disc.

Referring to Fig. 8, there is shown an example of two control signals 76 and 78 that
smoothly transition between +1 volt and -1 volt. Due to the sinusoidal nature of signals 76
and 78, there are no rough voltage transitions. Therefore, using control signals 76 and 78
is more desirable because the smooth voltage transitions cause a smoother light beam
movement radially across an optical disc. Control signals 76 and 78 operate essentially the same as control signals 60 and 62, shown in FIG. 6, in all other respects in the present invention. It should be appreciated that any suitable wave form that smoothly varies control signal voltages between +1 volts and -1 volts can be used to achieve the desired effect of moving a light beam radially across an optical disc in the present invention.

Referring to Fig. 9, there is shown control signals 80 and 82. Control signals 80 and 82 depict a control signal configuration that has the effect of radially moving the light beam in the opposite direction that the configuration of control signals 76 and 78, depicted in FIG. 8, radially moves the light beam.

2. Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment of the Invention

Referring to FIG. 10, there is shown a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an optical disc tracking control device 84. In optical disc tracking control device 84, there is a photodiode array 86 that has two components, a first photodiode component 88, and a second photodiode component 90. Photodiode array 86 measures the intensity of light reflected by an optical disc. When a light beam is on the center of an information track, first photodiode component 88 measures the intensity of light reflected at or near one of the edges of the tracked information track, and second photodiode component 90 measures the intensity of light reflected at or near the other edge of the tracked information track.

First photodiode component 88 transmits an electrical signal on a first signal 92 that is representative of the intensity of the reflected light measured by photo detector 88. Second photodiode component 90 transmits an electrical signal on a second signal 94 that is representative of the intensity of the reflected light measured by photo detector 90.

First signal 92 is amplified by a first per-amplifier 96 and coupled to the positive pole of a first difference amplifier 98. Second signal 94 is amplified by a second per-
amplifier 100 and coupled to the positive pole of a second difference amplifier 102. VCM signal 108 is a voltage common mode signal that is coupled to the negative poles of first difference amplifier 98 and second difference amplifier 102. VCM signal 108 may be fixed or it may be variable if derived from a reflectivity signal.

First difference amplifier 98 measures the difference between first signal 92 and VCM signal 108 and transmits a representative voltage level on first feedback signal 104. Second difference amplifier 102 measures the difference between second signal 94 and VCM signal 108 and transmits a voltage level on second feedback signal 106.

Control signal generator 110 has a first control signal 112 and a second control signal 114. Control signal generator also has a directional control signal 116 and a move control signal 118. First feedback signal 104 is multiplied by first control signal 112 using a first multiplier circuit 120 which generates a first modified feedback signal 124. Second feedback signal 106 is multiplied by second control signal 114 using a second multiplier circuit 122 which generates a second modified feedback signal 126.

First modified feedback signal 124 is coupled to the positive pole of difference-summing amplifier 128. Second modified feedback signal 126 is coupled to the negative pole of difference-summing amplifier 128. Difference-summing amplifier 128 acts as a signal comparator and compares the voltage differences between first modified feedback signal 124 and second modified feedback signal 126. Difference-summing amplifier 128 generates a voltage level representative of the voltage difference between first modified feedback signal 124 and second modified feedback signal 126 that is transmitted on tracking error signal 130. Therefore, if the first modified feedback signal 124 has the same voltage as the second modified feedback signal 126, difference-summing amplifier 128 generates a zero voltage that is transmitted on tracking error signal 130. If the voltages of the first
feedback signal 124 and the second feedback signal 126 are different, difference-summing amplifier 128 generates a positive or negative voltage level that represents the difference in voltage between first modified feedback signal 124 and second modified feedback signal 126, which is in turn transmitted on tracking error signal 130. It should be appreciated that difference-summing amplifier 128 can be substituted with a pure summing amplifier in the case that either first modified feedback signal 124 or second modified feedback signal 126 is inverted.

Tracking error signal 130 is coupled to both tracking servo 132 and carriage servo 134. Tracking servo 132 can be any tracking servo circuit known to those having ordinary skill in the art that is suitable for performing open and closed loop tracking operations in an optical disc storage device. Carriage servo 134 can be any carriage servo circuit known to those having ordinary skill in the art that is suitable for controlling an optical head carriage in an optical disc storage device.

Tracking servo 132 transmits a tracking servo signal 136 that is processed by a tracking driver 140 and is transmitted to a tracking motor actuator 148 that controls a tracking motor (not shown) for positioning a light beam on an optical disc.

Carriage servo 134 transmits a carriage servo signal 138 that is processed by a carriage driver 142 and is transmitted to a carriage motor actuator 150 that controls a carriage motor (not shown) for an optical head carriage (not shown). It can be appreciated that tracking servo 132 and carriage servo 134 may be combined in the same servo circuit.

3. Operation of the Invention

Optical disc tracking control device 84 has two primary modes of operation that are controlled by move control signal 118 of control signal generator 110. The first mode of operation occurs when move control signal 118 sends a signal that deactivates control signal
generator 110. When control signal generator 110 is deactivated, control signal generator 110 generates +1 volt signals on both first control signal 112 and second control signal 114. Deactivating control signal generator 110 has the effect of letting optical disc tracking control device 84 act as a standard tracking servo loop for optical disk storage devices that is well known to those having ordinary skill in the art. This is achieved because first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 both have voltage levels of +1 volt. Therefore, first feedback signal 104 and second feedback signal 106 are both multiplied by +1 volt using first multiplier circuit 120 and second multiplier circuit 122, respectively, causing first modified feedback signal 124 to have the same voltage level as first feedback signal 104, and causing second modified feedback signal 126 to have the same voltage level as second feedback signal 106. When move control signal 118 deactivates control signal generator 110, control signal generator 110 has no affect on the rest of optical disc tracking control device 84, thus allowing it to operate as a standard tracking servo loop capable of performing closed loop tracking of an information track and open loop JUMP and SEARCH operations.

When move control signal 118 activates control signal generator 110, control signal generator 110 generates predetermined voltage signals on first control signal 112 and second control signal 114, causing optical disc tracking control device 84 to radially move the light beam of the optical disc storage device across an optical disc in the direction specified by direction signal 116, while the tracking servo loop of optical disc tracking control device 84 remains in a closed mode of operation. When activated, control signal generator 110 changes the voltages of first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 from +1 volt to -1 volt and back to +1 volt again in a staggered fashion similar to any of the control signal plots depicted in FIGS. 6, 8 or 9, or described above. As mentioned
above, it is preferred that first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 change their voltage levels from +1 volt to -1 volt and back to +1 volt again, using smooth transitions so the light beam radially moves across the disc in a smooth fashion.

Multiplier circuits 120 and 122 multiply activated first control signal 112 and activated second control signal 114 by first feedback signal 104 and second feedback signal 106, respectively, creating a continuous phase shift in the tracking error signal that causes a phantom track center to radially move across the optical disc. Because optical disc tracking control device 84 is operating in a closed loop mode, tracking servo 132 attempts to keep the light beam centered on the phantom track center, thereby causing the light beam to radially move across the disc. The phantom track center and the light beam both end up positioned on the center of the next information track when the voltage levels on first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 are both +1 volt. That is, the light beam moves one information track for each complete control cycle transmitted by control signal generator 110 on first control signal 112 and second control signal 114.

Therefore, sending N complete control cycles on first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 causes the light beam to move N information tracks. It can be appreciated, therefore, that PAUSE and SEARCH operations are accomplished by specifying the number of complete control cycles that are transmitted by first control signal 112 and second control signal 114.

Move control signal 118 can be configured so that control signal generator 110 repeatedly activates first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 while move control signal 118 is active, thereby causing the light beam to continue to radially cross several information tracks until move control signal 118 deactivates control signal generator 110; or, move control signal 118 can be configured so that control signal generator 110
only activates first control signal 112 and second control signal 114 once, causing the light beam to only move one information track until move control signal 118 is deactivated and activated again.

Referring to FIG. 11, there is shown a signal conditioning device 152. Signal conditioning device 152 has a first control signal 154 and a second control signal 156. Signal conditioning device also has a move forward signal 158 and a move reverse signal 160. Signal conditioning device 152 can be used to replace control signal generator 110 in optical disc tracking control device 84 by substituting first control signal 112 of control signal generator 110 with first control signal 154 of signal conditioning device 152, and by substituting second control signal 114 of control signal generator 110 with second control signal 156 of signal conditioning device 152.

When move forward signal 158 and move reverse signal 160 are both inactive, signal conditioning device 152 is inactive. When move forward signal 158 is active and move reverse signal 160 is inactive, the light beam radially moves forward across an optical disc. When move forward signal 158 is inactive and move reverse signal 160 is inactive, the light beam radially moves backward across an optical disc. When move forward signal 158 and move reverse signal 160 are both active, signal conditioning device 152 can be either inactive or issue an error.

Control signal generator 110 and signal conditioning device 152 can be any microprocessor, digital signal processor, look up table, or combination of circuitry well known to those skilled in the art suitable for generating staggered control signals that change voltage levels from +1 volt to -1 volt and back to +1 volt.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. An optical disc tracking control apparatus comprising:
   a tracking servo loop having a first feedback signal and a second feedback signal;
   a control signal generator having a first control signal and a second control signal;
   a first multiplier for multiplying said first control signal by said first feedback signal
to generate a first modified feedback signal;
   a second multiplier for multiplying said second control signal by said second
feedback signal to generate a second modified feedback signal; and
   a difference-summing amplifier that generates a tracking error signal by detecting
the signal difference between said first modified feedback signal and said second modified
feedback signal.

2. The optical disc tracking control apparatus of claim 1, wherein said control signal
generator changes the signal polarities of said first and said second control signals so that
said first modified feedback signal is inverted when said first multiplier multiplies said first
control signal by said first feedback signal, and said second modified feedback signal is
inverted when said second multiplier multiplies said second control signal by said second
feedback signal.

3. The optical disc tracking control apparatus of claim 2, wherein said control signal
generator changes the signal polarities of said first and said second control signals in a
staggered fashion.

4. A method of radially moving a light beam across an optical disc while a tracking
servo loop is in a closed loop mode of operation, comprising the steps of:
Generating first and second control signals in a time staggered fashion;
Multiplying said first and second control signals by first and second feedback signals
producing first and second modified feedback signals; and

Producing a tracking error signal by comparing the differences between said first and second modified feedback signals, causing said tracking signal to create a phantom track center that radially moves across said optical disc, thereby causing said light beam to also radially move across said optical disc.
5. An optical disc tracking control apparatus substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the drawings.

6. A method of radially moving a light beam across an optical disc while a tracking servo loop is in a closed loop made of operation substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the drawings.

7. The steps, features, compositions and compounds disclosed herein or referred to or indicated in the specification and/or claims of this application, individually or collectively, and any and all combinations of any two or more of said steps or features.
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ABSTRACT

The present invention allows the light beam of an optical disc storage device to radially move between different information tracks of an optical disc while the storage device tracking servo loop remains in a continuous closed loop mode of operation. The invention operates to radially move a light beam from one information track to another during a closed loop mode of operation by activating two control signals introduced into the closed tracking servo loop to create a phantom track center that radially moves across the optical disc. Because the tracking servo loop is in a closed loop mode of operation, the tracking servo operates to keep the light beam centered on the point that the tracking servo considers to be the center of an information track; in this case the phantom track center. Therefore, the tracking servo causes the light beam to radially move across the disc in a closed loop mode of operation by keeping the light beam centered on the moving phantom track center.
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